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Preface
The Beigian part of the North Sea covers an area of 3600 km^ and has a 
coastiine of 65 kitometers. !t represents iess than 1 percent of the whote North 
Sea and about 0.002 percent of 'Otd Europe's' coastiine. An inventory shows 
that despite this smait area more than 100 research institutes, 40 companies 
and NGO's and about 16 administrations are invotved or have responsibiiities 
for coasta! and marine management and research. However the [inks existing 
at present between and within the communities of coasta) science, poiicy and 
practice are weak and suffer from fragmentation. Additionaiiy the 
responsibitities for integrated coasta] zone management are shared between 
the Federa! Ministry and the Ftemish Region and there is an extra gap 
between institutes carrying out coasta! research from both Ftemish and 
Waiioon Regions.
)n order to overcome these difficuities, the Betgian Network for Coasta) 
Research (BeNCoRe) tries to estabtish an exce))ent working nationa) network 
on coasta) research. BeNCoRe aims at stimutating and facititating knowtedge 
exchange between network participants both at nationat and European )eve). 
Most important botttenecks to be addressed are fragmentation of the coastat 
communities, communication between science, practice and poticy within and 
between the different regions and tack of mu)tidiscip)inary approaches.
During this First BeNCoRe Conference, an introduction and state of the art 
wit) be presented on ten coastat thematic issues retated to Coastat 
Engineering and Observation Techniques, the Naturat System, integrated 
Coastat Zone Management and Marine and Coastat Spatiat Ptanning. 
Focusing on different aspects of the Green Paper on a Maritime Poticy, which 
wit) have a considerabte impact on the future European poticy, we hope to 
encourage the invotvement of Betgian partners and improve the 
communication between marine science, practice and poticy.
t woutd tike to wish you a very interesting and fruitfut conference hoping that it 
witt trigger further attention towards the BeNCoRe network. As the name of 
the conference suggests, this day does not have to be a singte event but can 
be the first of a )ong series...
Yours sincereiy,
Simon Ctaus 
Coordination Officer BeNCoRe
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Genera) introduction
Simon C!aus & Jean Bertamont
introduction and background of the BeNCoRe network
On 30 Aprit 2003 a first workshop about the possibte creation of a Betgian 
Network for Coasta! Research was organised. The fottowing networking 
activities, where a future BeNCoRe coutd and shouid piay a rote, were 
considered:
a Mobitity of researchers 
a Linkage of marine science with marine poticy 
a tnterdisciptinary work 
a Stages and education 
a Share infrastructures
a Taking a position as a 'Betgian Network' in European matters 
a tnterface with tntegrated Coasta) Zone Management
The Betgian Network had been approved since then and was created as 
BeNCoRe, the Betgian Network For Coastat Research. This network is since 
February 2006 part of ENCORA, the European Network For Coastat 
Research (Coordination Action, funded under FP. 6) and is managed by a 
coordinator, a secretariat and the BeNCoRe Bureau. The tatter executes the 
daity management of the BeNCoRe network and inctudes marine scientists 
from the Ftemish region (3), marine scientists from the Wattoon region (2), 
poticy makers from the Ftemish government (1) and poticy makers from the 
Betgian Federat Science Poticy (1). Two to three meetings of the BeNCoRe 
Bureau are organised every year to discuss the future activities and 
imptementations of the BeNCoRe network. Last year ten Network 
Ambassadors were appointed by the BeNCoRe Bureau. They kindty agreed 
on becoming the key contact persons of the Network and were invited to give 
their 'persona! vision' on their theme within Betgium and across Europe during 
the First BeNCORe Conference.
The estabtishment of the European Coordination Action ENCORA (European 
Network for Coastat Research - FP 6-2004-Gtobat-3-518120) gave BeNCoRe 
the structurât and financiat opportunity to extend the network with the creation 
of a BeNCoRe permanent staffed secretariat hosted in Oostende under the 
same roof as the data centre of the Ftanders Marine tnstitute (VLtZ). 
Be/VCoRe Trave/ Granfs are avaitabte for partner institutes. Coastat
researchers, practitioners and decision makers wishing to attend ENCORA 
activities, ICZM and Coastal Research related events organised across 
Europe may appty for funding to cover their travel, accommodation and 
registration costs. This program attows young coastal and marine 
professionals to develop their personal international network, broaden their 
field of expertise and famitiarize them with international networking and 
cooperation.
The web-directory: http://www.bencore.be/ is central for the Belgian Network 
for Coastal Research. !t is, together with the BeNCoRe web news, the most 
important tool for disseminating information, such as the expertise of the 
BeNCORe partners and 60 BeNCoRe partner institutes or research groups 
(see figure).
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The First BeNCoRe Conference
During the first BeNCoRe Conference, the Network Ambassadors witt try to 
summarize current activities, highlight gaps, discuss the rote that BeNCoRe 
couid futfit and give a 'persona! view' on ten coasta! and marine themes in 
Betgium. The ten themes were defined at the European tevet and are based 
on the so-catted 'Layer Concept', which has been devetoped for spatiat 
ptanning in environmentaiiy dynamic regions. The origina! thematic 
descriptions can be found at http://www.encora.eu/networks.php. For the 
conference, the ten themes were divided into four different sessions:
a Coasta! Engineering and Observation Techniques
a tCZM tmptementation and Stakehotder tnvotvement
a The Naturat System and Human tmpact
a Land-Sea interface and Marine and Coasta! Spatia! Ptanning
Each of these four sessions wit! be chaired by one of the members of the 
BeNCoRe Bureau and wi!! address some issues drafted in the Green Paper 
on a European Maritime Poticy. The European Commission has prepared a 
consuttation process started in June 2006, tasting unti! the end of June 2007, 
out!ining a European Maritime Poticy aimed at 'deve/op/ng a f/ir/V/ng mar/f/me 
economy /n an enwronmenfa//y susfa/nab/e manner'. This Green Paper 
shoutd be seen within the context of EU poticy on sustainabte devetopment 
and is the first step towards the estabtishment of such an att-embracing EU 
Maritime Po!icy covering, among others, maritime transport, industry, coasta! 
and marine research, coasta! regions, offshore energy, fisheries, socio­
economic cohesion and the marine environment. The document is intended to 
stimu!ate a broad open debate amongst a!! stakehotders and at att tevets of 
governance (http://www.ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/).
A few ideas and statements from this Green Paper can be found in the 
introduction of each session and coutd be used as a basis for discussion of 
this first BeNCoRe event. Each introduction conctudes with the provisiona! 
ENCORA Reaction. Possibte outcomes or suggestions from this conference 
wi!! be communicated through ENCORA to the EU. The F/rsf BeNCoRe 
Conference is atso officiary inctuded in the 'EU Green Paper on Maritime 
Strategy' event catendar.
A speciat focus of this workshop wi!! be the !ink between the Betgian marine 
scientific community and interaction with policy and management. A critica! 
rejection on how to improve this tink wi!! be exptored. During the tast 
SUMANOS workshop (a duster project fitting within the SPSD-tt research 
action), the idea of the creation of a Betgian Marine Forum/Ptatform as a 
structura! intermediate to overcome the identified communication probtems 
was proposed.
Sharing Expertise for Sustainabte Management of our Coasts; 
Rote of BeNCoRE
Job Dronkers
Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, Directoraat-Generaat Rijkswaterstaat, 
Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee, Vestiging Den Haag, Kortenaerkade 1, 
Postbus 20907, 2500 EX Den Haag, Netherlands 
E-mai): iob.dronkers(a)rws.n!
Why European coasta! networking?
There is a rich capita! of coasta! know!edge and experience in Europe -  such 
is how best to preserve coasta! biodiversity, manage coasta! erosion or 
improve marine water quatity. However, information is fragmented over 
numerous discip!ines, many countries, and hundreds of organisations. This 
hampers the integrated, interdiscipünary approach promoted by the European 
Union as the way towards sustainabi!ity.
What is ENCORA and what is BeNCoRe?
ENCORA is a project supported by the European Commission within the sixth 
Framework Programme for Research and Deve!opment, which aims at 
devetoping communication structures that !ink coasta! professional across 
Europe and disciptinary divides and fosters interaction between scientists, 
poticy makers, and practitioners. The backbone of ENCORA is formed by 
Nationa! Coasta! Networks, estabtished in 18 countries and by 10 Thematic 
Networks, deating with various aspects of tntegrated Coasta! Zone 
Management. BeNCoRe is the Nationa! Coasta! Network counterpart of 
ENCORA in Betgium. !t is a network service that facititates sharing coasta! 
expertise among coasta! professionals in Betgium and with other coasta! 
professionals throughout Europe.
What does BeNCoRe offer to coasta) profession al?
a a service to support the search for cooperation partners on current 
coastal issues
a networks for information exchange and tobbying
a a porta! that provides access to information contained in important 
coasta! websites
a a programme for young coasta! professional to broaden their 
experience and bui!d their own European network
a the coasta! and marine wikipedia
These services are detivered by a network of coordination offices, established 
in the 18 ENCORA partner countries.
Coasta! Wiki -  the coasta) and marine wikipedia
The Coastat Wiki -  is an evotving, open knowtedge base in wikipedia format 
that is being created and used by the communities of coastat science, poticy, 
and practice. !t wit) soon be ontine and can be consutted by any coastat 
professionat who needs to get updated on knowtedge and experience of 
issues retated to one's own. Not detaited information, but anatyticat, wett- 
referenced summaries in straightforward tanguage wit) provide guidance for 
the reader. BeNCoRe members who want to contribute to the Coastat Wiki 
can get registered as editors and hetp the system to grow and remain up to 
date.
ENCORA and the European Maritime Strategy
The European Commission has written a Green Paper expressing the need 
for an att-embracing maritime poticy aimed at devetoping a thriving maritime 
economy, in an environm ental sustainabte manner. According to the 
Commission, such a poticy shoutd be supported by excettence in marine 
scientific research, technotogy and innovation. ENCORA has drafted a 
reaction to the Green Paper, indicating severat ways in which coastat 
networking can contribute to the objectives of the European Maritime 
Strategy. The BeNCoRe partners are invited to add views to this reaction.
Spread the word!
ENCORA's and BeNCoRe's services reach their futt potentiat if everybody 
who might profit from them is aware that they exist and how to make best use 
of them. So ptease join BeNCoRe and encourage others to do the same!
!ntroduction to Session 1: Coasta! engineering and 
observation techniques
Tb/s sess/on w/7/ be cba/red by Dr. Man/atvre Grégo/'re ('Laborafo/y of 
Oceano/ogy, L/Lg). ^^en^/on w/7/ be drawn on fbe /b//ow/ng /ssue from b^e 
Green Paper;
"The EU could consider setting up a European Marine Observation and
Data Network maintained and financed on a sustainabte basis providing a 
sustainabte focus for improving systematic observation, interoperabiiity and 
increasing a ccess  to data. Such a Network wou!d a)!ow for an EU integrated 
anatysis of different types of data and meta-data assembted from various 
sources, tt woutd aim to provide a source of primary data for imptementing in 
particutar forecasting and monitoring services to pubtic authorities, maritime 
services and retated industries and researchers, integrating existing, but 
fragmented initiatives.
Creating such a network woutd require the EU to take tegistative, institutional 
and financia! steps. Legistation may be needed, for exampte, to facititate 
better a ccess to data from sources such as that of the Common 
Fisheries Poiicy and the Framework Programmes for Research
institutiona) changes could include the strengthening of existing bodies at a 
nationai, regional and European levei and the creation of a permanent 
secretariat with scientific and information technology expertise. Financial 
support should aim to be sustainable and long-term.
The improvement and dissemination of marine data would also open up 
opportunities for high-technotogy commercia! companies in the 
maritime sector and improve the efficiency of activities such as maritime 
surveiüance, management of marine resources and marine research in 
European taboratories. tt woutd atso contribute significantty towards 
reducing the current uncertainty about the oceanic system and ctimate 
change, bringing accurate seasonat weather forecasting a step closer."
ENCORA REACTtON:
Efforts are underway for the inventory and coüection of existing 
datasets and information retrievat systems, such as EtONET, SeaDataNet 
and ECOOP. EEA, HELCOM, OSPAR and MAP aim to streamtine marine 
monitoring policies and EUROGOOS endeavours to harmonize monitoring 
practices The European Marine Strategy shouid support these efforts 
and broaden their scope to the entire maritime fieid. European networks 
of coastat and marine scientists, practitioners and poticymakers should be 
invited to advise on the rationalization of marine monitoring and on the 
harmonization of data acquisition and data access facilities.
Sustainabte Coasta) Engineering Techniques
Jaak Monbatiu
Hydrautics Laboratory, Department of Civi) Engineering, KU Leuven 
Kasteetpark Arenberg 40, 3001 Hevertee, Betgium 
E-mai): iaak.monbaliu(S)bwk.kuleuven.be
Theme 8 on the ENCORA coastat porta! covers sustainabte coasta)
engineering techniques and brings together /nnot/af/ve coasfa/ eno/neer/no 
fec/in/gues fo so/ve pracf/ca/ coassa/ profecf/on /ssues. These techniques are 
many and are often divided in hard techniques (seawa)ts, revetments, 
breakwaters, groins, ...) and soff techniques (beach nourishment, beach
drainage,...). Both soft and hard techniques need to fu)fi)) their duty as
coasta) protection against episodic events, i.e. storms with the accompanying 
storm waves and storm surges. These impacts shoutd be ctearty
distinguished from )ong term trends, i.e. trends of structura) erosion (or 
accretion). )n view of sustainabte coastat zone management not onty the 
protection from the sea purety in terms of hydrautic aspects (stabitity of the 
protection) is sought after, but atso the use of the coasta] zone in a broader 
sense needs to be considered.
Coastat protection in Betgium is the responsibitity of the Coastat Division of 
the Ftemish Ministry of Mobitity and Pubtic Works and it is therefore not 
surprising that they ptay a centrât rote in the Betgian know how on coastat 
protection. To futfitt their task they are supported by private consuttants, 
contractors and research institutes, tntegrated coastat zone management is 
part of their phitosophy: high protection tevet against ftooding, a resitient 
coast, ftexibitity i.f.o. sea tevet rise, and biodiversity. The most visibte 
technique used and best known to the pubtic definitety is beach nourishment, 
but e.g. the tess visibte foreshore feeder berm in de Haan supptemented with 
beach and dune fit) was definitety innovative and reduced maintenance. To 
ensure the effectiveness of the coastat protection, monitoring forms an 
essentia) part: foreshore surveying with hovercraft, tidar scans for beach and 
dune DTM, visibte-infrared and hyperspectrat imagery for dune vitatity and 
biodiversity, the tast technique even to study the fate of nourished sand 
partictes,... Sediment retated activities, tike dredging, dumping, mining of 
aggregates, investigation on nauticat bottom, ... are in the tong term att tinked 
to sustainabte coastat engineering.
A good understanding of coastat morphotogicat processes is needed to 
estimate the effect a coastat protection measure witt have. More and more 
use is being made of numericat toots such as dune erosion modets to 
estimate safety against episodic events and of tine modets to took at tong term 
coastat evotution. Such modets need forcing in terms of water tevets and in 
terms of wave conditions nearshore. And this woutd not be possibte without 
tong term wave measurements offshore (and nearshore) and adequate wave 
transformation modets. But the considerabte tidat range makes use of these 
coastat sediment transport modets at teast chattenging. The 'theoreticat' 
division tine between the zone of coastat sediment transport and the zone of 
shetf sediment transport is very fuzzy, probabty too fuzzy. Coastat and shetf
sediment transport modets wit) need to be iinked. And of course sediments 
don't know about boundaries between countries. Research on the 
morphotogy of the Betgian coasta! zone (and continenta! she!f) therefore 
necessarity needs to invo!ve European partners. Access to high qua!ity data 
on sediments, bathymetry, hydrodynamic parameters in a broader than 
nationa! context is needed and openness is from a research point of view on!y 
to be encouraged.
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Assessment of fietd observation techniques 
Atberto Vieira Borges
Université de Liège, Unité d'océanographie chimique, institut de Physique 
(Bâtiment B5), attée du 6 Août, 17, 4000 Liège 1, Betgium 
E-mai!: alberto.borges(5)uta.ac.be
An overview of the Beigian activities retated to the BENCORE theme 9 witt be 
reviewed. This Theme focuses on the assessment of fietd observation 
techniques: New and emerging toots and practises for coastat and marine 
observation, with focus on remote sensing and remotety controtted measuring 
devices. Theme specific issues are:
a The needs for new observation techniques and further devetopment 
of existing methods with speciat reference to the requirements of 
EU directives;
a tnterfacing between fietd observations and modets;
a Vatidation and catibration of remote sensing techniques.
Introduction to Session 2: !CZM !mp!ementation and 
Stakehotder Participation
Sess/on fwo w/7/ be c/ia/red by Rudy German ('M/n/sf/y of P/anders, 
Depa/tmenf Economy, Sc/ence and /nnovaf/on/ /f w/7/ address EL/ Green 
Paper/sstves abouf /CZM /mp/emenfaf/on and sfa/<e/io/der /ns/o/^emenf
The main discussion point of this session couid be whether the EU shouid 
actuaiiy have an integrated maritime poiicy So far our poticies on maritime 
transport, industry, coasta! regions, offshore energy, fisheries, marine 
environment and other retevant topics have been devetoped separatety. No 
one examined in a systematic manner how these poticies coutd be combined 
to reinforce each other. The green paper states however that it is now time to 
bring a!) these eiements together and forge a new vision for the management 
of our retations with the oceans. This wi!! require new ways of designing and 
imptementing poticies at the EU, nationa! and toca! tevets, as we!) as at 
internationa! !eve! through the externa! dimension of our interna! poticies.
Green paper topic 'How an integrated approach to maritime affairs can be 
impiemented in the EU and what principtes should underiie it wi!! be 
addressed during the theme presentation /CZM Pad/c/paf/on and 
/mp/emenfaf/on.
The issue on how quaiity of !ife in coasta! regions of Europe can be 
maintained, whiie continuing to deveiop sustainabie income and jobs is
particutarty retated to the theme Soc/a/ and econom/c aspecfs, /CZM 
ftvncf/ona/Zfy and Va/t/af/on is. Devetopment inevitab!y brings with it pressures 
on space and environment, tt requires improvements in accessibi!ity to and 
interna! mobi!ity within coasta! zones, in particutar sma!! is!ands through 
transport infrastructure improvements. !t atso catts for the suppty of genera! 
interest services (heatth, education, water and energy suppty, 
tetecommunications, postât services, waste water and waste treatment) in 
order to improve the quatity of tife in coasta! zones, in particutar during peak 
tourist seasons.
The theme Capac/fy bu/7d/ng, fra/n/ng and educaf/on /n /CZM coutd exptore 
the green paper issue on the rote that can be ptayed by regionat centres of 
maritime excettence and extend this to the need of !CZM centres of 
exceHence?
ENCORA REACTtON:
The European Maritime Po!icy shoutd strengthen and comptement existing 
initiatives to share existing practica! )CZM expertise in different European 
regions by facititating the creation of coasta! managers networks for regions 
with simitar characteristics and issues.
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iCZM Participation and imptementation 
Kathy Betpaeme
Coördinatiepunt Geïntegreerd Beheer van Kustgebieden, Provinciaal 
Ankerpunt Kust, Wandetaarkaai 7, 8400 Oostende, Betgium 
E-maii: kathy.be!paeme(a)vtiz.be
The increasing interest in and efforts towards an integrated approach in 
Coasta) Zone management in Betgium, has been described in the Nationa! 
report on the imptementation of the European Recommendation on tntegrated 
Coasta! Zone Management (2002/413/EC). The report was prepared by and 
approved by the North Sea and Oceans Steering Committee. The report was 
presented to the European Commission in February 2006, and gives a state- 
of-the art of tCZM imptementation in Belgium.
For the Betgian situation two major issues are the setting-up of the Co­
ordination centre on !CZM, and the focus on tand-sea interactions. The Co­
ordination centre on tCZM is a cottaboration between three authority tevets: 
the provinciat, the regionat (Ftemish region) and the federat tevet. The 
Flanders Marine tnstitute is the partner providing the scientific backup. The 
main strategic objectives of the Co-ordination centre are:
a tmptementing the European Recommendation on tCZM
a Stimutate integration of ptanning and poticy in the coastat zone
a Awareness raising on tCZM
Other institutes which contribute to tCZM are described in chapter 2 of the 
above mentioned report. tCZM is not a task for one singte organisation, but for 
att those bodies invotved in coastal management.
Concerning the tand-sea interactions, an anatysis was dedicated to the 
mapping of att tand-sea interactions, inctuding a description of the current 
status, the existing tegistation and policies and the consuttation bodies. For 
five tand-sea interactions major probtems in the management were identified. 
These wilt be the focus for future action.
tCZM is a continues and stow process. However, since the mid 90ies, there 
dearly is a positive trend in moving towards a more integrated approach. The 
increase in the number of emerging co-operations at management tevet, and 
the increase in projects with an integrated approach are a good indicator to 
ittustrate this.
Concerning participation in tCZM, two processes can be distinguished:
(1) the officiât circuit -such as foreseen in the Environmentat tmpact 
Assessment, Strategic tmpact Assessment, spatial planning procedures, in 
which pubtic consuttation is obtigatory;
(2) the informa! circuit, where advisory committees or steering groups 
are set up in a votuntary way.
Recent research done by the Maritime !nstitute (University Ghent) in the 
frame of the COREPOtNT project and by the Co-ordination centre on tCZtVt, 
indicates that especiatty coasta! stakehotders woutd tike to be invotved more 
ctosety in coasta! zone management. Their interest ties especiaüy in being 
invo!ved in case of specific themes or sites (64%), some 23% wou!d tike to be 
invo!ved atways and for coastat management topics in genera). At the moment 
the possibi!ities and preferences for setting up a coasta) forum for 
stakehotders is tooked at. The stakehotders expressed the need for a dear 
mandate and objectives for the forum, and their wish to tet it function as an 
advising and evatuating body.
The biggest chattenge for !CZM )ays in deating with the stitt very sectora) 
oriented tegistation and authority structures, tntegrated working stitt needs a 
menta) change, with a)) retevant bodies and actors.
Natura))y, a)so science can hetp imptementing tCZtVt and participate in this 
never ending process. BeNCoRe can hetp providing the tink between 
scientists and managers. BeNCoRe can ptay a rote in bringing scientists from 
different disciptines together, in identifying scientific stakehotders, in 
increasing awareness with scientific stakehotders and in improving the 
participation of scientists in management.
Sociat and economic aspects of !CZM; functionatity and Vatuation 
Annemie Votckaert & Renaat de Sutter
Environmenta! Consuming & Assistance NV, Gent,
Mercatorgebouw, Kortrijksesteenweg 302, 9000 GENT, Betgium 
E-mai!: annemie.votckaert(S)ecotas.be
Managing systems in a sustainabte way has become one of the key 
considerations in environmenta] poticy over the tast decade, tmptementing 
sustainabte management of the Betgian part of the North Sea (BPNS) is one 
of those chattenges. tt becomes dear however that a sustainabte 
management of the BPNS faces a number of uncertainties, environmenta] 
comptexity and an intense interaction between users and their ecotogicat 
impacts. Stitt, poticy advisors, decision makers and users demand advice on 
how to manage the system in order to safeguard it from deterioration in the 
future. The management of the system and more specificatty the vatuation of 
impacts on the North Sea catts for a muttidisciptinary approach as sociat, 
economicat and ecotogicat interests are at stake.
Sustainabte devetopment has been integrated in Betgian tegistation namety as 
a principte of taw in the Law of 20 January 1999 for the protection of the 
marine environment in the sea areas under Betgian jurisdiction (Marine 
Protection Law). Sustainabte management is thus management based on the 
principtes of sustainabte devetopment: economy, sociat environment and 
ecotogy. These pittars are att equatty important during the batancing of options 
in a sustainabte decision process. To attain sustainabte management of the 
North Sea, the impact of the uses may not be timited to the consideration of 
socio-economic factors, but the impact on the marine environment must atso 
be examined. As a resutt of the Marine Protection Law an environmentat 
impact assessment (EtA) is mandatory for each activity subject to a permit in 
the BPNS (territoria) sea and exctusive economic zone). Ecotas has 
coordinated severat EiA's for the offshore wind energy and aggregate sector.
Besides, Betgium has a very tong and productive history in marine research. 
Up to 2006, the Federat Government of Betgium funded marine research 
through severat scientific programmes. A diversity of impact studies of 
different activities on the North Sea have been reatised within this framework, 
such as:
a RAMA: Risk anatysis of marine activities on the Betgian Part of the 
North Sea.
a MARE-DASM: Evatuation of marine degradation in the North Sea.
a BALANS: Batancing the tmpacts of Human Activities on the Betgian 
Part of the North Sea.
a CLtMAR: Evatuation of dimate change impacts and adaptation 
responses for marine activities.
a GAUFRE: Towards a spatiat structure p!an for the sustainabte 
management of the North Sea.
The projects overtap where att encompass sociat, economic, environmental 
poticy and tegat components. White RAMA/ MARE-DASM and BALANS are 
both focussing on the impact of one or two users of the BPNS, CUMAR starts 
from an environmentat perspective and witt investigate the impact of ctimate 
change on the marine ecosystem and the possibte consequences for the 
fisheries and coastat defence sector. These projects buitd on other 
fundamentat research projects (biotogicat, sedimentotogicat, etc.). GAUFRE 
on the other hand compites information from these impact studies and other 
research to propose scenarios and a spatiat ptanning vision for activities in the 
BPNS.
)n these studies, different toots and approaches have been devetoped and put 
into practice to identify user-confticts and to evatuate the impact on the North 
Sea ecosystem. Research was carried out using a.o. risk anatysis, sensitivity 
anatysis, conceptuat & numericat modets, spatiat ptanning and decision 
support systems. Such scientific research activities activety supports poticy 
aimed at sustainabte management of the North Sea. A setection of studies, 
devetoped toots and approaches retated to the evatuation of socio-economic 
impacts witt be presented.
Furthermore chattenges for the future witt be hightighted. This inctudes new 
devetopments at sea, new impacts, sustainabte management on a broader 
European scate (e.g. SPtCOSA), etc.
Capacity buitding, training and education in !CZM 
Natatie Beenaerts
Vrije Universiteit Brusse), Vakgroep Bioiogie, Laboratorium voor Ecoiogie en 
Systematiek, Pteintaan 2, 1050 Brusse!, Betgium 
E-mait: natalie.beenaerts(S)vub.ac.be
it is generatty accepted that coasta! areas need to be protected white 
economic and socia! activities shouid be sustained, even increased where 
necessary. But, many stakehotders are invotved in this comptex matter. 
Therefore, the coast needs a specific management approach at att tevets. 
This integrated management requires atso specific needs for capacity 
buitding. !n this epoch, the concept Capacity Buitding (CB) is evotving into a 
new phitosophy. Format education and training are onty considered part of it. 
tn an effort to structure this comptex matter and assess the current CB, its 
needs and gaps and ways to maximize CB effectiveness within tCZM in 
Europe, the Encora theme 10 members decided to fottow a web-based 
technotogy to communicate and structure their efforts.
Within this effort, a non-exhaustive tist of CB, education and training in tCZM 
within Betgium is presented to give an idea of the current CB in tCZM in 
Betgium, and reftect on the possibte gaps and needs.
The Green Paper of the new Maritime Policy for EU emphasizes on a hotistic, 
integrated and 'att embracing' approach. Capacity buitding requirements in 
Betgium associated to these new ocean strategies and European vision on 
oceans and seas witt briefly be discussed. After att, the need for capacity 
building is subject to idiosyncrasy, environmentat context and regutations, 
tevet of awareness and the technicat and management capacity of its region. 
The centers of maritime excettence, more specificatty centers of tCZM 
excellence in Belgium can ptay an important rote within Betgium and Europe, 
tn Betgium, centers of maritime excetlence more or tess atready exist for the 
different users and disciptines. Centers of tCZM excettence, however, should 
be units of these maritime centers, and should concentrate on institutional- 
social implementation.
introduction to Session 3: The Natura) System and Human 
impact
Prof Dr. Magda V/ncx (Manne B/'o/ogy Secf/on, UGen() w/7/ c/ia/r fhe 
sess/on on fbe Na^ura/ System and Human /mpacf. 77?e European /ssue /n 
Green Paper 'How can manf/me po//cy confnbufe fo ma/nfa/n/ng our ocean 
resources and env/ronmenf w/7/ be broug/if under affenf/on.
The Commission has proposed a Thematic Strategy for the Marine 
Environment (Marine Strategy,
http://ec.eurooa.eu/environment/water/marine.htm), that wi!) be the 
environmentat pittar of a future maritime poticy. The key aim is to achieve 
good status of the EU's marine environment by 2027. )t introduces the 
principte of eco-sysfem  based spatiat ptanning. Without this, we witt soon be 
unabte to manage the increasing, and often confticting, uses of the oceans, tt 
may tead to the designation of further marine protected areas, which witt hetp 
to safeguard biodiversity and to ensure the rapid transition to sustainabte 
tevets of fishing. The proposed Directive witt estabtish European Marine 
Regions as management units for impiementation For their marine waters 
within each Marine Region, Member States witt be required to devetop Marine 
Strategies on the basis of the comptetion of a number of steps, tn devetoping 
Marine Strategies, Member States witt be invited to co-operate activety among 
themsetves and atso with retevant third countries.
Key etements in buitding the Strategy are:
a a duai EU/regiona) approach setting at the EU tevet common co­
operation and approaches among Member States and third countries 
bordering EU oceans and seas, but teaving the ptanning and execution 
of measures to the regionat tevet to take into account the diversity of 
conditions, probtems and needs of marine regions requiring taitor-made 
sotutions
a a knowtedge-based approach, in order to achieve informed poticy- 
making
a an ecosystem -based approach, whereby human activities affecting 
the marine environment witt be managed in an integrated manner 
promoting conservation and sustainabte use in an equitable way of 
oceans and seas
a a co-operative approach, providing broad engagement with att 
retevant stakehotders and enhancing co-operation with existing 
regionat seas conventions
a monitoring and assessm ent issue
a the particutar chattenge of hazardous substances.
Poüution, prevention, detection and mitigation 
Jean-Marie Beckers
Université de Liège, Geohydrodynamics and Environment Research, Sart 
Titman, B5, 4000 Liège, 4000 Liège, Betgium 
E-maii: im.beckers(S)u!c!.ac.be
After a brief review of internationat convention ruting pottution probtems in the 
North Sea, we first focus on operationa! activities in preventing, detecting and 
mitigating poitution. The research activities aiming to improve these 
operationat toots and procedures are then presented with ittustrations such as 
mitigation of eutrophication and modeting of sediment transport and 
associated pottutions. The presentation witt conctude with a series of 
emerging topics such as the probtem of defining new gtobat indicators for 
water quatities.
Marine Ecotogy and Biodiversity
Véronique Rousseau
Université Libre de Bruxettes, Section interfacuitaire d'Agronomie,Ecologie 
des systèmes aquatiques, Campus de !a Ptaine, Accès 3 - CP221, Bâtiment 
A, tocal 1A3 207, Bouievard du Thriomphe, 1050 Bruxettes, Betgium 
E-mai!: vrousso(a)u[b.ac.be
Betgian research activities in the fietd of Coastat Marine Ecotogy and 
Biodiversity cover a broad variety of benthic and petagic organisms and taxa 
such as atgae, bacteria, protozoan, copepods, mussets, oysters, shrimps, 
potychaetes, echinoderms and fishes but atso seabirds and sea mammals. !n 
the frame of severat independent national and EU projects and networks of 
excettence, this research focuses on the understanding of the tink between 
biodiversity and ecosystem structure and function, but atso on the impact of 
human activities (eutrophication, over-fishing, oit, ptastic and heavy metat 
potlution, wind turbines, coastat engineering) on biodiversity and functioning of 
coastat ecosystem. This is a muttidisciplinary research, which combines 
taxonomy and phytogeny, population genetics, biotogy, physiology, ecotogy 
and involves fietd and taboratory experimentat work making use of a targe 
pane! of techniques (e.g. molecutar, tight and etectron microscopy, ftow 
cytometry, micro- and mesocosm studies) and toots (remote sensing, 
modetting, data base).
As a whote, the Betgian scientific community invotved in the fietd of Marine 
Ecotogy and Biodiversity presents a high expertise and offers the potentiat to 
activety contribute to the sustainabte management of marine coastal 
ecosystems by identifying thresholds of disturbance and devetoping 
scientificatly-based EcoQo's. As a matter of fact, as a contribution to the 
objectives of the ENCORA theme 7, scientists from the Marine Biotogy 
section (Gent University) are currentty working on the biologicat vatuation of 
patrimonia) resources.
Some progress has however to be made to federate the research themes and 
devetop synergies between teams and projects for devetoping an hotistic 
approach of the coastat ecosystem. At the nationat tevet, the BeNCoRe 
network has a key role to ptay by increasing communication between 
research teams to share expertise and techniques.
Effect of Devetopment and Use on Eco-morphotogy and Coasta) 
Habitats
Vera Van Lancker
Universiteit Gent, Vakgroep Geotogie en Bodemkunde, Renard Centre of 
Marine Geotogy, Krijgstaan 281 (S8), 9000 Gent, Betgium 
E-mai): vera.vantancker(S)uc]ent.be
The seas around north-west Europe support an exceptional wide range of 
seabed habitats and rich biodiversity. These provide important food resources 
(fish, shettfish), contribute to essentia) ecosystem functioning (e.g. nutrient 
recyding) and yietd va)uab)e natura) resources (oi), gas, aggregates), tn 
addition the seabed is subject to increasing pressures from e.g. 
dredging/dumping operations and from new devetopments, such as 
renewabte energy (e.g. windfarms) and from coasta) devetopments (e.g. 
coasta) defences).
These muttipte uses bring ever-growing pressures on our seas and coasts, 
teading to increased risk of conftict between users and a greater potentiat for 
degradation of the marine environment. On a European tevet, there is a dear 
need for improved integrated spatiat ptanning and this is reftected by the new 
requirement for Strategic Environmentat Assessments (SEAs) and issues 
raised within the EU Marine Strategy, by the OSPAR Commission and by 
Governments. Additionatty, there are new and increasing internationat 
commitments (from the EC Habitats Directive and OSPAR) to protect certain 
marine habitats, inctuding through the designation of a network of marine 
protected areas, whi)st the EC Water Framework Directive and OSPAR 
require periodic assessment of ecosystem heatth, inctuding its seabed 
biotogicat communities.
This creates a substantia) demand for information about intertidat and seabed 
habitats, but is set against a background of patchy, inconsistent and poorty 
cottated information on their distribution, extent and quatity. The recent 
increase in demand (e.g. fisheries, commerciat, nature conservation), coupted 
with advances in remote-sensing technologies over the past ten years, has 
ted to a burgeoning of seabed mapping studies at various scates. tdeatty, 
these studies shoutd meet internationat standards enabting data comparison 
and aggregation in the view of nationat and internationat perspectives on the 
seabed resource in spatiat ptanning and decision-making.
Recent studies on the Betgian Continentat Shelf have ted to a significant 
increase in the knowledge on the spatiat extent of benthic habitats. On the 
fine to intermediate scate, coastal habitats have been mapped, with high 
confidence, through the combined use of remote sensing techniques and 
adequate sampting and visualisation toots. From these, retationships have 
been modetted from bio-physical datasets and together with wide spread 
physicat datasets, futl coverage habitat distribution maps have been obtained. 
On a broad scate, areas have been ctassified into biotogicatty retevant 
discrete eco-units, based on the combined use of data tayers on topography,
substrate and energy regime, most reievant for habitat mapping. Meanwhite, 
datasets on anthropogenic use have been compited and shoutd be coupted to 
the habitat distributions.
Habitat changes can be expected if any of the above mentioned physicat 
parameters changes significant^ (e.g. sediment or turbidity changes), tt is 
untikety that this woutd occur naturatty (e.g. bedform movement) and mostty, 
anthropogenic use witt have the most inftuence. However, the evatuation of an 
impact is hard to define and a sound judgement is often hampered by the tack 
of basetine data and of knowtedge on the naturat evotution of the seabed. 
Moreover, most habitats tend to have a wide ecotogicat niche and threshotds 
of change are difficutt to set. A quatitative approach, by expert judgement, is 
mostty procured in absence of adequate datasets attowing quantitative 
anatyses. This becomes now feasibte since extensive datasets are avaitabte, 
both in space and in time. However, the anatyses remain difficutt, due 
primarity to the varying quatity and discontinuity of the data.
tt is dear, that a significant advancement in this research reatm woutd require 
a sound cooperation of a muttidisciptinary partnership with a batanced mix of 
skitts inctuding scientific and technicat habitat mapping skitts, spatiat ptanning, 
impact assessments, nationat data cottation and management expertise and 
experience in the use of the resutts in management and regutatory 
frameworks, both nationatty and in ternational
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introduction to Session 4: Land-sea interface and Marine 
Spatia] Pianning
Dav/'d Cox (8e/g/an Sc/ence Po//cy) w/// cba/r fbe sess/on. Tb/s sess/on /s 
re/afed fo fbe /ssue /n fbe Green Paper Wbaf are fbe pnnc/p/es and 
mec/7an/sn7s fbaf sbotv/d unde/p/n mar/Y/'me spaf/a/ p/ann/ng sysfems and bow 
can sysfen?s /drp/ann/ng on /and and sea be made compaf/b/e?'
As maritime activities continue to thrive, there witt be increasing competition 
between them for the use of European coastat waters. Without some form of 
indicative ptanning, investment decisions witt be hampered by uncertainty with 
respect to whether the activity in question witt be ticensed for a particutar site. 
The Commission betieves that a system of spatia! ptanning for maritime 
activities on the waters under the jurisdiction of or controüed by the 
Member States shoutd be created, tt shoutd buitd on the ecosystem-based 
approach taid down in the Thematic Strategy for the Marine Environment, but 
shoutd atso deat with ticensing, promoting or ptacing restrictions on maritime 
activities.
Therefore consideration shoutd be given to setting up European programmes 
to devetop the comprehensive mapping of European coastat waters for 
purposes of spatiat ptanning, security and safety. The mapping of existing and 
ptanned activities in the water and on the seabed is essentiat. Mapping of the 
iocation of marine ftora and fauna is needed for ecosystem anatysis. On the 
basis of data cottected from these various sources, the EU cou!d a!so 
deve!op a veritabte At!as of EU coasta! waters which coutd serve as an 
instrument for spatia! pianning. tt woutd be a contribution to the simitar UN 
project and a vatuabte educationat toot to raise the consciousness on 
Europeans on their maritime heritage.
ENCORA REACTtON:
Spatiat ptanning often requires a tevet of detait beyond the scate of a 
European Attas. ENCORA therefore recommends to anatyze and identify 
which data shoutd be made avaitabte at the European scate and which data 
are more suited for being cottated and stored at nationat or regionat tevet. To 
be usefut for tCZM, an Attas of the EU coastat waters shoutd inctude 
information of the terrestriat part of the coastat zone. The vatue of the Attas 
woutd be greatty augmented if it woutd not onty provide figures, but atso 
exptanation and understanding.
Coasta! geo-morphotogicat Change and !and-sea interface 
Miguet Berteioot
Vtaamse Overheid, Agentschap voor Maritieme Dienstvertening & Kust, 
afdeting Kust, Vrijhavenstraat 3, 8400 Oostende, Betgium 
E-mait : Miquet.Bertetoot(S)mow. vtaanderen.be
The geomorphotogicat character of the Betgian coast is fairty dynamic. The 
tandside of the coast however, has recentty been turned into a much more 
static shape, mainty due to increasing human setttements, port activities and 
coastat defence works. The contradiction between dynamic nature and static 
human activities causes some major chattenges for the future, especiatty 
when considering changing ctimate and intensification of severe weather 
conditions. This has been duety recognised by the Maritime Green Paper. The 
ambition to find the right batance between the different maritime activities, 
where the dynamic aspect is much more present, using an ecosystem based 
approach can on!y be seconded. However, human tife and human activities 
shoutd be considered as an intégrât part of the ecosystem. Maritime activities 
and safety issues have to be futty integrated in a comprehensive maritime 
strategy.
A very important toot, if not the most important one, to improve the 
management of the North Sea and the North Sea coast, is spatiat ptanning. 
When considering marine spatiat ptanning, many important initiatives have 
been taken for the Betgian coast over the tast years. Mainty through scientific 
research projects, but atso through some important tegistative work, our 
country has been recognised in Europe as successfut and innovative in this 
subject.
One of the main resutts of these initiatives is that att maritime stakehotders, 
both private and governmental have been identified. Better understanding of 
mutuat competences and interests teads to more efficient management of the 
coast. Discussion between stakehotders wit) improve support for poticy 
decisions, such as the detimitation of MPA's.
The dispersion of competences between the different decision tevets (federat, 
regionat, provinciat and tocat) is an especiatty retevant topic for the Betgian 
part of the North Sea and the Land-Sea interface. Many maritime activities, 
such as designation of shipping tanes, coastat protection, offshore wind 
energy and sand and grave) extraction are subject to different decision tevets, 
but are atso directty inftuenced by geomorphotogicat parameters.
Scientific research must therefore be continued and intensified in order to 
improve knowtedge of sediment transport modets, process modets etc. Better 
understanding of tong term geomorphotogicat change can contribute to a 
better management of the North Sea and can be part of a poticy decision 
instrument. However, dissemination of scientific knowtedge to the potiticat and 
economic stakehotders remains a chattenge for researchers. Simptification
and reduction of information is needed in order to integrate scientific 
knowiedge into decision making instruments.
Marine and Coastat Spatia) Ptanning
Frank Maes
Universiteit Gent, Vakgroep tnternationaat Publiekrecht, Maritiem instituut, 
Universiteitstraat 6, 9000 Gent, Beigium 
E-maii: frank.maes(a)uqent.be
The marine spatia! ptanning probiem and the current situation in 
Beigium
The Betgian part of the North Sea (BPNS) is approximate^ 3600 km^ and 
highty expioited. New demands for expioitation at sea are additiona! to an 
actua! theoreticai expioitation rate of 2.6 times the avaiiabte space, under the 
condition that space allocations are based on current tegistation and this 
space wouid actually be used. Future requirements for space wiii continue to 
increase and put pressure on current uses and naturai systems. The need for 
space changes in two directions. The fixed activities (such as wind energy, 
cabtes and pipeiines, coastal defence, port structures, aquacuiture and iand 
extension) are gaining importance in comparison with the mobiie uses. The 
mobiie uses (such as fisheries, shipping, air transport, miiitary use, water 
recreation, sand and grave) extraction and dredging activities) do not increase 
their spatiat occupation, but rather intensify their action in the zones they 
atready occupy and can hamper the devetopment of new fixed activities.
So far, we have in Belgium: 1. a marine bill (Law of 1999 on the protection of 
the marine environment) fully supporting an ecosystem approach and 
introducing legal and administrative tools to regulate space allocations, mainly 
by environmental impact assessments, concessions, permits and approvals 
for new activities or for the extensions of existing activities. Only international 
shipping cannot be made permit dependent and fisheries is regulated on EC 
level; 2. a spatial plan, called the Masterplan BPNS (2003), that has been 
implemented incrementally. This Masterplan is not a holistic plan, but 
focussed on the delimitation of sand and gravel extraction zones and a zone 
for future offshore wind energy projects (Phase 1) and the delimitation of 
marine protected areas as part of the EU Natura 2000 Network (Phase 2); 3. 
a scientific research report as a result of the GAUFRE project (BELSPO, 
2003-2005): "Towards a spatial structure plan for the sustainable
management of the North Sea", applying land ptanning expertise at sea. This 
report visualizes the activities in the BPNS on GIS maps and structure maps, 
assesses ecotogicat impacts of these activities, identifies potentiat user-user 
conflicts and proposes marine spatiat ptanning visions based on six spatial 
scenarios, tn contrast to the Masterptan, the project did not produce a single 
spatiat plan. Besides the report, the GAUFRE partners organized a very 
successfut stakehotder workshop on spatial ptanning in the BPNS. 
Unfortunatety, time and money constraints, withhetd us from organizing a 
broader public consultation on the proposed scenarios and visions for marine 
spatial ptanning in the BPNS. tn fact, this should be a governmental task in a 
marine spatial planning process that is comparable to the public participation 
foreseen in the development, adjustment and revision of river basin
management ptans (Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC and Fiemish 
Decree on integra) water poticy, 2003).
Gaps
Sc/'enù'f/c unce/ia/nfy
There is not on)y tack of cruciat data, but most existing data are not readity 
processed for spatiat ptanning purposes or not accessibte. Even after 
processing, there remain serious gaps in time and/or space, making 
interpretation of these data in an ecosystem-based spatiat ptanning context 
more difficutt or even impossibte. Data on physicat occupation at sea for 
immobite structures is not a probtem. For mobite activities tike shipping and 
fisheries new techniques such as automatic identifications systems (A)S), 
radars and satettites need to be used. However, assessing effects of att 
activities at sea is not very wett performed. Assessing cumutative effects and 
predicting future threats is stitt a chattenge due to the dynamics of the sea and 
its processes. Combining ecotogicat data with socio-economic objectives in 
order to achieve a sustainabte management of the sea is even more 
compticated.
Po//Y/ca/ comp/ex/fy
Due to our division of competences between the federat and the Ftemish 
tevet, different administrations and ministers have competences in the coastat 
zone and at sea. Atthough a tot of initiatives have been initiated by the 
regionat and provinciat tevet to improve interdepartmentat co-operation 
regarding integrated coastat zone management, a hotistic co-operation 
between the regionat and federat poticy tevet can not be considered as a great 
success so far.
Rote for Bencore
Bencore can ptay a major rote in the spatiat ptanning process, such as: 1. 
improve scientific knowtedge on ecosystems of the BPNS and the 
environmentat effects of existing and proposed activities by stimutating 
scientific co-operation between alt disciptines invotved in marine research in 
Betgium; 2. stimutate scientific co-operation amongst marine scientist of our 
neighbouring countries to devetop spatiat scenarios and visions transcending 
nationat tegat boundaries; 3. devetop good spatiat ptanning practices in an 
European perspective; 4. raise potiticat awareness for an ecosystem-based 
spatiat ptanning to attocate activities at sea. Bencore is best ptaced, since it is 
the onty network in Betgium that has futt interdisciptinary potentiats. tts 
members represent att scientific disciptines with maritime expertise: 
engineering, earth sciences, naturat sciences, sociat sciences (economics, 
taw and potitics).
Links to the Green paper and recommendations
The need for an ecosystem-based spatiat ptanning of sea areas under 
jurisdiction or controt of coastat states (territoria) sea and exctusive economic 
zone) is recognized by the European Commission in its Green Paper
"Towards a future Maritime Policy for the Union: A European vision for the 
oceans and seas" (2006) and in the UK government Marine Bill White Paper 
"A Sea Change" (2007) presented to Pariiament this year. !n this White Paper 
chapter 4 (p. 18-40) is fully dedicated to planning in the marine area with the 
aim to "creafe a sfrafeg/c mar/'ne p/ann/'ng sysfem fbaf w/V/ c/ar//y our mar/ne 
ob/ecf/ves and pr/or/f/es for fbe fufure, and d/recf dec/s/on-ma/cers and users 
towards more eff/c/enf, susfa/nab/e use and profecf/on of our mar/ne 
resources". The EU Green Paper considers an ecosystem-based marine 
spatia) planning as a tool to ensure investment decisions at sea and refers to 
licensing, promoting or placing restrictions on maritime activities. It is 
recognized that under the current legal circumstances "/nd/V/dua/ dec/s/ons on 
acf/V/Y/es sbou/d be fa/ren af a naf/'ona/ or /oca/ /eye/" but that "a degree of 
commona//fy befween fbe sysfems tv/// be needed fo ensure fbaf dec/s/ons 
a/feeing fbe same ecosystem or cross-border acf/W/'es, sucb as p/pe//ne and 
sb/pp/ng roufes, are dea/f w/fb /n a coberenf manner." (p. 34). Cross-border 
co-operation should not be limited to pipelines and shipping only, but should 
encompass al) activities for which co-operation is needed, such as cross- 
bordering marine protected areas, the best environmental and economical 
suitable sites for sand and gravel exploitation, a renewed fisheries policy to 
better manage fishery zones and fish stocks, risk assessment of activities a
sea that can affect neighbouring countries........Besides we can fully agree
with the appeal in the Green Paper for more and better data on multiple 
activities (p. 31). However, the main challenge will be to link data on activities, 
with ecosystems data, social and economic data and integrate these data in a 
spatial planning process. Without any doubt, this process needs involvement 
of all relevant stakeholders and the public at large. The latter involvement is 
poorly expressed under the chapter on spatial planning, as well as under the 
ICZM chapter (p. 29-30). The Green Paper proposes to ensure "cons/sfency 
befween /and and mar/ne sysfems /n order fo avo/d dup//'caf/'on of regu/af/ons, 
or /be fransfer of unso/ved /and-p/ann/ng prob/ems fo fbe sea" by associating 
"as c/ose/y as poss/b/e fbe same sfa/febo/ders /n fbe p/ann/ng processes of 
eacb" (see also p. 37 on Maritime Governance). This is of course true, but 
what about the public at large for whom the seas provide ecosystem services 
too? Should not everyone have a right to participate in a marine spatial 
planning process (see Aarhus Convention and land practice)? Spatial 
planning can raise awareness concerning the marine environment, its 
complexity and ecosystem services that are often not well known by the 
general public. The participation of the public is not addressed in principle 6 
on stakeholder participation in EU Recommendation 2004/413 on integrated 
Coastal Zone Management. In the Green Paper the question is posed "bow 
can /CZM be successfu//y /mp/emenfed'? I believe part of the answer is by 
making use of marine spatial planning to allocate activities at sea. Spatial 
planning should be used as a tool to achieve integrated coastal zone 
management that on its turn should be extended beyond the coastal zone, 
encompassing the exclusive economic zone.
The questions raised in the Green Paper are 'Wbaf are fbe pr/nc/p/es and 
mecban/sms fbaf sbou/d unde/p/n manf/me spaf/a/ p/ann/ng sysfems?" and 
"How can sysfems for p/ann/ng on /and and sea be made compaf/b/e?" Part of 
the answers can be made by referring to some principles of )CZM, being: 1. a 
holistic perspective taking into account the interdependence and disparity of
naturat systems and human activities; 2. a tong-term perspective that takes 
into account the precautionary principte and the needs of present and future 
generations; 3. adaptive management and the need for a sound scientific 
basis; 4. working with natura! processes and respecting the carrying capacity 
of ecosystems, which wi!! make human activities more environm ental 
friendty, sociaüy responsibte and economicaüy sound in the !ong run; 5. 
invotving a!) the parties concerned; 6. improved co-ordination of retevant 
administrative bodies at nationa), regionat and !oca) tevet.
Finatty, [ invite participants to read the Conciusions and Next Steps from the 
tnternationa! Workshop on Marine Spatiat Ptanning, UNESCO (Paris, 
November 2006) at http://ioc3.unesco.org/marinesp.
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